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whether the illustrations are
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“If Horn Book, that
bastion of literary
excellence, cannot be
trusted to honestly
critique children’s
books, then what are
we, as readers and
purchasers, left with to
help us?”
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-Letter to the editor, Horn
Book, March/April 2006
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the time I finished analyzing it,

children’s book reviewers and

my enthusiasm would have

they have their own views of

waned or even disappeared.

quality. I have come to know
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would be to actually see every
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Elle Jemtegaard, begins her

Mockingbird. What could you

review in the May/June 2006

say that would impart the un-

issue: “The voice of Tobin

derlying southern feel of those

Macauley – a blend of pain
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a matter of faith – faith in the

optimistic end.” Perfect.
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reviewer or the librarian or the
parent. It is an accumulated
faith, based on previous experience.
There are many regular
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